History
This is the subject that will drive our topic this
term. We will be studying aspects of life in AngloSaxon Britain. This will include a glimpse into
everyday life including cultural and religious beliefs. We
will also link into geography to investigate mapwork of
where Angles and Saxons came from. By the end of the
unit of work the children will have a clearer idea of
chronology and used timelines to help to place things in
history.
Art
We’re basing our art around Anglo-Saxon period this
term. We will investigate some the knotwork associated
with period and use this as inspiration for our designs.
Through drawing, printing, and building models will be
practising skills as well as finding out about art in history.

Numeracy
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We’ll be continuing to practise skills using the addition and
subtraction. We will also learn formal methods of multiplication
and division as well as learning and practising multiplication
tables and division facts. We will also learn about fractions and
decimals and how they apply to our current knowledge.

This term we return to unit of work on incarnation as
we look at epiphany. We also return to our study of Judaism
by looking back in more detail at Moses as a leading figure. As
Easter approaches, we consider the question of ‘Why do
Christians call the day Jesus died ‘Good Friday’?’
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Literacy
We will continue to develop our literacy skills
through both fiction through story writing, nonfiction and poetry. We will look at some of the myths
connected with Anglo-Saxon Britain, especially the infamous
Beowulf.
We will continue to develop daily reading skills practising
fluency and diving into text analysis considering meaning and
vocabulary choices.

Science

PE
We will be working outdoors as much as possible this term
on a variety core stability, cross country and, later in the
term, rugby. We will also be working on our skills in
gymnastics when we cannot get outside.

Our focus in science is Light and how we see things
as well as learning out about sound and how we
hear.

Our team in Rowan class:
Mrs Mortimer,
Mrs Scott and Mrs Mizon

This term we practise our conversational
Spanish and writing skills. As well as our core
vocabulary we introduce the themes of animals and
instruments into our vocabulary.

PHSE
Sex Education will focus on valuing
differences, keeping safe and growing up.

DT
We’re going to investigate what AngloSaxon homes were like and how they
were made. We’ll then design and build
our own. We develop our skills with textiles by
weaving.

Music
We learn a little about how music may
have sounded during the Anglo-Saxon period of
history and listen to music based on
instruments of the time.

